
Math 3339 Name:

HW #8

(1)[5 Pts] Let the test statistic W have a t distribution when H0 is true.
Give the significance level for each of the following situations

(i) H1 : µ > m0, df=15, rejection region t ≥ 2.947

(ii) H1 : µ < m0, df=24, rejection region t ≤ −2.500

(iii) H1 : µ 6= m0, df=30, rejection region t ≤ −1.697 or t ≥ 1.697

(2)[5 Pts] Let µ be the mileage of a certain brand of tire. A sample of
n = 22 tires is taken at random, resulting in the sample mean x = 29, 132
and sample variance s2 = 2, 236.

(a) Assuming that the distribution is normal, find a 99 percent confidence
interval for µ.

(b) Repeat the computation of the 99 percent confidence interval for µ is
you assume that the variance is known, σ2 = 2, 236.

(3)[5 Pts] We need to estimate the average of a normal population and
from measurements on similar populations we estimate that the sample mean
is s2 = 9. Find the sample size n such that we are 90 percent confident that
the estimate of x is within ±1 unit of the true mean µ.

(4)[5 Pts] Lightbulbs of a certain type are advertised as having an average
lifetime of 750 hours. A random sample of 50 bulbs was selected, the lifetime
of each bulb determined finding that the sample average lifetime is 738.5 with
sample standard deviation 38.2. Test the hypothesis that the true average
lifetime is smaller than what is advertised using significance level α = 0.01
and α = 0.05.

(5)[5 Pts] A rubber compound were tested for tensile strength and the
following values were found 32, 30, 31, 33, 32, 30, 29, 34, 32, 31 Assuming
that the population is normally distributed, test the hypothesis that the



average tensile strength is different from 31. Use α = 0.05. Calculate the
p-value of the test.

(6)[5 Pts] We want check whether a coin is fair or biased. We toss the
coin 120 times and observe 65 heads. Is there enough evidence to support
the hypothesis that the coin is biased and that P (head) > 1

2 (use α = 0.05)?
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